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THE FUTURE OF THE HELICOPTER.
Paul Cornu.
Actually in France, where the problem of aviation is very well studied, the people
are only interested in aeroplanes because until to-day these are the apparati which
have given the best results; and nobody takes care to know if an apparatus of different
principle, viz., the helicopter (which is not now perfected) will have later better results, because its principle is better.
The people to-day can see the aeroplanes having the best experiments, and they
very easily believe that aeroplanes will be the only apparati in the future; but
don't believe this; certainly the aeroplane for sporting interest is the apparatus most
efficient, because it is not an easy matter to drive it, and the man who will be the avi2
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atoi will have the chance to show all his qualities; the high speed which we can obtain with these apparati will certainly delight the sportsmen.
But if we consider the practical worth of these apparati, viz., the latest object of
aviation, "The practical aerial car for everybody," the helicopter offers more serious
advantages compared to the other apparatus. Certainly later, of the heavier-than-air
machines (when the sporting period passes away) the public will ask for an apparatus
of smaller volume, of easy handling, which can start and land in all grounds, sometime in the streets.
The helicopter, I believe, can give good answers to these questions; but I do not
see what result the aeroplane can have. The foremost partisans of the aeroplane are
interested only in the question of the speed, and do not care about the difficulty of
handling the apparatus, the special ground required for the evolutions, and that they
are always obliged to go with a minimum of speed of 30 miles an hour to obtain sustention.
Certainly the speed is a very important quality in airships, but it will be better
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the apparatus can go slowly and can soar without going forward.
believe that
the helicopter must obtain better consideration than the people give to it in my country, and we are very pleased to see that in the United States the idea of the helicopter
is better accepted.
read with great interest the articles of Mr. Otto G. Luyties
and others in "Aeronautics," and we are very pleased to have the same idea.
The experiments made by ourselves were not very much appreciated, but on scientific grounds we obtained a very important step and you can see that in the "Aeroif
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aeronautical terminology. The latter resolution, in particular, is a most welcome one,
for the confusion in this direction is daily becoming worse confounded; but it is of the
highest importance that a commission of this nature should be of the widest international character if its labors are to have any good effect whatever.
Next followed the reports of two commissions. Lieut. -Col. Moedebeck gave a
summary of the work being done in connection with the aeronautical maps, and, incidentally, pointed out that Great Britain was the only country in which nothing has
so far been done. It is to be hoped that this omission will be rectified at the earliest
opportunity, since the work is undoubtedly of the very first importance to aeronauts
of every country.
The Chevalier de Clement de Saint-Marcq then read the report of the Commission on Balloon Signals at sea, which had been prepared with the assistance of Capt.
Castagneris and Capt. Kindelan. This able report proved to be of remarkable interest,
and reached the following conclusions: every balloon should be compelled to carry
two signals one of which must always be displayed while the balloon is floating over
the sea; the first, a red flag, to denote that the balloon is in distress and desires assistance; the second, a white flag, to signify that all is well and that no assistance is
These flags should measure i meter in width by 2 meters in length, and
desired.
should be suspended below the car. In this way they would be visible to the naked
eye at a distance of 4 kilometers, while they would not weigh more than 2 lb. At
night the only practicable method of signalling, though an inefficient one, was by means
In order to make
of the usual electric lamps, white to denote safety, red for distress.
these signals known to ships' captains it was recommended that the assistance of the
press should be invoked in each country, and furthermore that the maritime authorities
in every country should be acquainted with these decisions. These recommendations
were adopted by the meeting, and have now, therefore, become obligatory.
Several suggestions were also put forward. In order to prevent accidents, which
are generally due to the incompetence or foolhardiness of the pilot, and deserves
punishment accordingly, it was suggested that if a pilot during a competition ventures
over the sea with an insufficient supply of ballast, he shall be disqualified and suspended for a number of years. In the opinion of the Commission a sufficient supply,
of ballast might be considered to be 1J/2 kilo, per 1000 cm. capacity of the balloon per
kilometer of distance to the nearest shore in the line of travel.
Further, a danger
zone of 5 kilometers extending round every coast might be created in which no balloon
could land during a contest without being disqualified. These suggestions were referred to the new technical commission.
The congress terminated with the election of the Bureau for the ensuing year.
The next conference will be held, at the invitation of the Societa Aeronautica
Italiana, at

Milan during October,

1909.
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In the following table you will see compared the results of the experiments with
helicopter and the best known aeroplanes:

Helicopter

Cornu

Weight raised per H. P
Weight supported per sq. meter...
Force used to raise a
Speed of translation

man

20 Kgs.
45
12
12

"

Aeroplane
Farm'an
14
10

Kgs.
"

Wright
Brothers

No

exact
data from

O. & W.
40 H. P.
60 Km. Hour
Wright.
superior to the aeroplane except the speed of

H.

P.

Km. Hour

In all the figures the helicopter is
translation, but we dispose of only 20 h. p., and Farman 40 h.
On account of irregular transmission I can't use until now more than 13 h. p., and
that is the reason for the little speed obtained.
Mr. O. G. Luyties tells about an oscillating system to obtain the equilibrium in
the aviation apparatus; two years ago we patented a similar system.
;
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Voisin Freres, the builders of the

Farman and Delagrange aeroplanes, have just
of the Delagrange-Farman aeroplane, and the Aviation Commission
of the Aero Club of France has presented it to the Scientific School for Arts and
Trades to be a companion of "Avion" of Ader, the ancestor of the modern aeroplanes.
completed

a

model

At the pursuit race of the Aero Club Sud-Ouest, on the 10th, 500 small hydrogenHated balloons were let loose by the ladies and children.
Each balloon was provided with postal cards to be sent to the club by the finders.
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